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Project Summary
Jet Airways, India’s leading airline, flies to 69 destinations across the globe. The 

airline has the distinction of having being consistently adjudged India’s best 

domestic airline. Jet Airways has won several other national and international 

awards for inflight service, business leadership, operational excellence, and 

customer trust, among other areas.

In order to maintain its edge in the industry, the airline was keen to improve its 

navigation planning in the context of terrain clearance to meet regulatory 

compliances for depressurization/drift down scenarios, which was manual, costly 

and time consuming. Jet Airways deployed a GIS solution based on Esri 

technology from NeST IT  to improve its flight path planning and overall 

operations. Using the solution, the airline was able to successfully automate 

flight path planning, reduce costs, and mitigate the risk of manual error.

Challenges
Jet Airways was facing multiple challenges as it tried to deal with the above 

mentioned issues through the manual process with its existing flight path 

planning system. Since it was using manual processes, obtaining maximum 

elevation values and visualizing alternative flight routes from terrain profiles was 

proving to be time consuming, resource-intensive, expensive and error-prone. 

Route planners needed to create terrain profile charts—essential for flight 

navigation—within stipulated timeframes. 

Jet had to continuously record flight path changes to create updated terrain 

profiles, which meant a loss of time and productivity. Maintaining large paper 

charts too was resource-intensive.

Solution
Esri India’s partner NeST IT offered Jet Airways a customized solution FliGIS, 

based on Esri’s ArcGIS Desktop aimed at improving its flight navigation, 

reducing paperwork and manual processes and cutting costs. FliGIS automated 

Jet’s flight path planning operations, in the context of terrain planning 

requirements. The application’s base layers included country boundaries, a 

graticule grid (a grid of lines of longitude and latitude upon which maps are 
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overlaid), and an airline navigation- specific Digital Elevation Model (DEM). 

The solution was implemented by Esri India’s technology partner NeST IT Pvt. 

Ltd., providing the airline with a 360-degree view into flight plans and Digital 

Flight Data Recorder (DFDR) data, among others, on a single dashboard. The 

solution’s other features included: 

n An interface to view and save flight plans

n Route auto-generation

n Rendering of multiple flight plans

n DEM data representation with the relevant details

n Identification of airports, escape routes, alternative airports, and route

decision points

n Support for adding and managing waypoints, airports, and decision points,

and updating airport and waypoint databases

n A graphical tool for creating and analyzing oxygen, chemical, and gaseous

profiles throughout the flight plan at different heights

Benefits
FliGIS was a first-of-its-kind solution when it came to facilitating multiple 

aspects of flight planning for the airline. It enabled Jet Airways to make flight 

path planning operations quicker, more accurate and more organized.

FliGIS eliminated manual operations to a large extent, thus driving

up the speed of charting out flight plans. Looking for alternative routes and 

visualizing new flight routes is now very easy to do for Jet personnel.

Customer speak

Esri’s GIS-based flight 

path planning solution has 

enabled Jet Airways to improve 

operations by automating flight 

path planning, reducing costs,

and mitigating the 

risk of manual error.

-Manoj Arora

VP-Flight Operations Support Services
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